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1 Install the package 
Install the Enhanced Approval Requests Pro package via the provided installation link. (This 
package also contains the Approval Orchestrator app.) Select “Install for Admins Only”. 

 

2 Assign “Approval Orchestrator” license to users 
On production, all users that will be using the app need to be assigned with the “Approval 
Orchestrator” license: 

1) Go to Setup → Apps → Packaging → Installed Packages. 
2) Click on “Manage Licenses” for the Approval Orchestrator package. 
3) Click “Add Users”. 
4) Select the concerning users and click “Add”. 
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3 Assign “Approval Orchestrator” permission sets to users 
3.1 Assign Permission Set to end users 
The users that will be submitting and managing approval requests, need to be assigned with 
the “Approval Orchestrator – User” permission set: 

1) Go to Setup → Users → Permission Sets. 
2) Click the “Approval Orchestrator – User” permission set. 
3) Click “Manage Assignments”. 
4) Click “Add Assignments”. 
5) Select the concerning users and click “Assign”. 

 
 

3.2 Assign Permission Set Group to administrators 
Administrators that will generating approval processes, need to be assigned with the 
“Approval Orchestrator Administrator” permission set group: 

1) Go to Setup → Users → Permission Set Groups. 
2) Click the “Approval Orchestrator Administrator” permission set group. 
3) Click “Manage Assignments”. 
4) Click “Add Assignments”. 
5) Select the concerning users and click “Assign”. 

 

4 Configure Setup Settings 
Approval Orchestrator can automatically lock a record when submitted for approval (and 
unlock once approved or rejected). This requires the setting “Enable record locking and 
unlocking in Apex” being checked, under “Process Automation Settings” in the Setup. 
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If users do not see the “Submit for Approval” button on the layout, make sure the user has 
the “Flow User” option checked on the user page in Setup: 
 

 

5 Manage Approval Orchestrator deployments 
The Approval Orchestrator tab is used to create a new approval process or to have an 
overview of the latest deployed approval processes: 
 

 
 
1) Use the “New Approval Process” button to create a new approval process, see Creating 

new approval processes using the “Jump Start Wizard” for more information. 
2) The overview lists the latest created approval processes, sorted by deployment date. 

The status icon indicates whether the deployment is in progress, successfully deployed, 
or failed. Clicking on the status icon will navigate to the actual deployment details page 
in Salesforce Setup. By selecting an approval process deployment, details about the 
approval process will be displayed on the right side of the page (3), and all contained 

1 
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components, like Flows, Custom Fields, and Quick Actions will become visible. Using the 
dropdown action button on the right of a component, allows you to navigate to the 
deployed metadata in Salesforce Setup. For example, clicking “View In Setup” for a flow, 
opens the concerning flow in Flow Builder, where you could enhance the flow to your 
needs. 

6 Create new approval processes using the “Jump Start Wizard” 
The “Jump Start Wizard” is used to create a basic approval process. The wizard consists out 
of three parts: 
 

 
 

6.1 Approval Process Information 
Specify the name of the approval process. Note that if you already created an approval 
process before with the same name you specify in the “Unique Name” field, the existing 
approval process will be overwritten! 
Also specify the object you want to create an approval process for. 
 

6.2 Entry Criteria 
Use the entry criteria, to determine when the record may be submitted for approval. You 
can add one or more criteria and specify the condition logic (all conditions are met, any 
condition is met, or custom condition logic is met). If you want an approval process without 
entry criteria, select “None – No Entry Criteria” as condition requirements. 
 

1 

2 
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6.3 Approvers 
The following subsections describe the several ways to specify approver(s). 

6.3.1 Manually select an approver 

 
This option will let the submitter assign the approver manually upon submission. 
 

6.3.2 Automatically using hierarchy fields 

 
This option will let you automatically assign the approver based on hierarchy fields on the 
user record of the submitter. For example, assign the manager of the submitter as the 
approver. 
 

6.3.3 Automatically select approvers 

 
This option will let you automatically assign the approver to specific users and/or to object 
related users. Also, when specifying multiple approvers, you can choose to approve or reject 
based on the first response, or require unanimous approval from all selected approvers. 
 

6.4 Creating the approval process 
When you are satisfied with the configured approval process, you can click the “Create” 
button. Under the hood, the configured approval process will be translated to several Flows, 
Orchestrator Flow, Custom Field, and Quick Action when needed. And then deployed to 
your org. You can follow the progress of the deployment on the Approval Orchestrator Tab. 
When the deployment is completed, navigate to the created components in Salesforce 
Setup, see Approval Orchestrator Tab. 
 

6.5 Manual post-deployment steps 
After creating an approval process, Approval Orchestrator automatically deploys and 
configures as much as possible. Yet, there are some manual post-deployment steps that 
need to done, before your approval process can be used by your end-users: 

1. Set the Field-Level Security for the automatically created lookup field; 
2. Add the “Submit for Approval” button on the page layout; 
3. Add the “Approval Requests” related list to the page layout; 
4. Add the “Orchestrator Work Guide” to the record Lightning page. 
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5. Add lookup field to Approval Request Lightning page. 
6. Update object record submit flow. 

 

6.5.1 Set Field-Level Security for lookup field 
If you have generated an approval process for the first time on a new object, Approval 
Orchestrator automatically creates a lookup field on the Approval Request object. For 
example, if you generate for the first time an approval process on Case, there’s going to be 
lookup field, called “Case” on Approval Request. This field needs be made available for 
users. This can be done as follows: 

1) Click the dropdown arrow next to the generated CustomField, and subsequently 
“View in Setup”. 

 
2) Click “Set Field-Level Security”. 

 
3) Check the boxes under “Read-Only” for the profiles of the users who need to be able 

to submit and process approval requests. 

 
4) Click “Save”. 

 
Alternatively, you can grant access to such a Lookup field via a Permission Set. 
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6.5.2 Add the “Submit for Approval” button 
The quick action to submit a record for approval has automatically been created, but this 
quick action must now be added to your page layout for users who will need to be able to 
submit records for approval. To do this, follow these steps: 

5) Go to Setup → Object Manager and choose the object you have created the 
approval process for. 

6) Click on “Page Layouts” and choose the concerning page layout. 
7) Check the section “Salesforce Mobile and Lightning Experience Actions”, to make 

sure the default “Submit for Approval” button is not listed. If it is, remove the default 
button. If the layout is using the default actions, first click on “override the 
predefined actions” (or on the wrench icon on the right side), to manually choose 
which buttons should be visible. 

8) Now add the new “Submit for Approval” button to the page layout. Tip: As both 
buttons have the same name, hover over the buttons and choose the button with 
Action Type Quick Action. 

 
 

6.5.3 Add the “Approval Requests” related list 
To display current and previous Approval Requests on the record page as a related list, 
follow these steps: 

1) Go to Setup → Object Manager and choose the object you have created the 
approval process for. 

2) Click on “Page Layouts” and choose the concerning page layout. 
3) Click on the section “Related Lists”. 
4) Add the “Approval Requests” related list to the page layout 
5) Click the wrench icon to configure the related list: 

a. Select which fields to display (For example “Approval Request Name”, 
“Status”, “Created By” and “Created Date”) 

b. Remove the “New” and “Change Owner” buttons 
 

6.5.4 Add the “Orchestrator Work Guide” 
In order for approvers to approve or reject, they need to see the “Orchestrator Work Guide” 
on the record Lightning page. To do this, follow these steps: 

1) Go to any random record page of the object you have created the approval process 
for. 

2) Click on the gear icon in the top right corner of the screen and click on “Edit Page”. 
3) Search for “Orchestrator Work Guide” in the search bar under components. 
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4) Drag the “Orchestrator Work Guide” to an appropriate place on the page: 

 
5) Click the “Save” button. 
6) Then click the “Activate” button, if you have not yet activated the page. Here you 

will be able to configure when to display the Lightning page. 
 

6.5.5 Add lookup field to Approval Request Lightning page 
For users to be able to navigate back to the record to approve, add the generated lookup 
field to the Approval Request Lightning page. This can be done via the App Builder. Since 
you might have approval processes on different objects, it’s recommended to make each 
lookup field conditionally visible, so that an approval request only shows the lookup field of 
the concerning object. 

1) Go to Setup → User Interface → Lightning App Builder. 
2) Click “Edit” next to “Approval Request Record Page”. 
3) In the left side panel, click “Fields”. 
4) Drag and drop the lookup field (for example “Opportunity”) to the desired location 

on the page. 
5) In the right side panel, add a field visibility filter to only display the field when it’s 

populated. 

 
 

6.5.6 Update object record submit flow 
In case this is not the first approval process on the object, add the new approval process 
submit flow to the existing record submit flow for the object. See How do I configure 
multiple approval processes on the same object? for more information. 
 

6.6 Customize your approval process 
Now that you have generated the approval process, you can enhance the orchestration 
and/or sub flows to your specific needs. Use the Approval Orchestrator Tab, see Approval 
Orchestrator Tab, to easily navigate to the created components in Salesforce Setup. 
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7 Approval process architecture 
Below you can find an overview of how the orchestration and all flows interact with each 
other. It starts with the object record submit flow (A), which will be only generated if it is 
the first approval process on an object. This flow will determine which applicable approval 
process meets the submission criteria, by calling the submit evaluation flows (B). If an 
approval process meets the submission criteria, the submit flow is called (C), which creates 
the Approval Request record and kicks off the orchestration (D). The “Jump Start Wizard” 
generated a single step approval process, that is why the orchestration consists of one 
stage. In case of multiple approval steps, the orchestration will consist of multiple stages. 
Each approver has the ability to respond (E). In the meantime, the orchestration checks the 
status of the stage using the response evaluation flow (F). When the approval steps in the 
stage completes, the finalize stage flow executes (G). 
 

 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

(F) 

(E) 

(G) 
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8 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
8.1 What is an Orchestrator approval process? 
An Orchestrator approval process is an approval process built with Orchestrator and Flow. It 
uses the fundament (objects and components) included in the Approval Orchestrator 
package, to process and store approval requests. An Orchestrator approval process can be 
automatically generated with the Approval Orchestrator wizard and consists of an 
orchestration and several associated flows. These associated flows concern autolaunched, 
screen and evaluation flows. They take care of the submission, evaluation, and finalization 
of an approval request. As an administrator, you can create Orchestrator approval processes 
that are very similar to Salesforce approval processes. In addition, you can leverage all the 
beautiful features and flexibility of Flow to enhance an approval process, so that it suits your 
specific business needs. 
 

 
Figure 1: An Orchestrator approval process and the generated orchestration. 
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For users (submitters and approvers), the user interface is also very similar to the one of 
Salesforce approval processes. A user can submit a record for approval via the “Submit for 
Approval” action. An approval manager can approve or reject an approval request, using the 
Orchestrator Work Guide. Via the Approval Requests related list or via reports, users can 
keep track on the status and steps of an approval request. 
 

 
Figure 2: Submitting a record for approval, via the "Submit for Approval" action. 

 
Figure 3: Approving an approval request, via the Work Guide. 
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Figure 4: An approval request, including the associated approval steps. 

8.2 What is the difference between an Orchestrator approval processes and a 
Salesforce approval processes? 

A Salesforce approval process is created in the Setup with the out-of-the-box wizard and 
uses the “old” approval process model and Workflow actions. An Orchestrator approval 
process is built on top of the new Orchestrator tool and uses Flow for the actions. This 
provides many more possibilities for customization, so that you can create an approval 
process that suits your specific – and possibly complex – business needs. Furthermore, with 
standard Salesforce approval processes, it is not possible to create approval reports. Since 
Approval Orchestrator uses reportable objects to store approval requests and approval 
steps, you can easily create reports and dashboards for Orchestrator approval processes. 
 

 
Figure 5: A Salesforce approval process. 
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8.3 How do I change the entry criteria of an approval process? 
The entry (submission) criteria of a generated Orchestrator approval process can easily be 
changed in Flow Builder: 
 

1. Open the Submit Evaluation flow by clicking “View In Setup”. 

 
2. Click the “Is Submission Criteria Met?” Decision element and subsequently “Edit 

Element”.  
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3. Add an additional condition by clicking “Add Condition”. If needed, change the 
condition logic, under “Condition Requirements to Execute Outcome”. 

 
 

8.4 How can I add an approver? 
For adding an additional approver to an existing Orchestrator approval process, first 
consider re-generating the approval process using the wizard (specifying the exact same 
unique name). In case you already made big enhancements to the generated approval 
process, you manually need to update three flows: the Submit flow, the Evaluation flow, 
and the orchestration: 
 

1. Open the Submit flow by clicking “View In Setup”. 
2. Click “New Resource” in the Toolbox on the left. 
3. Choose “Variable” as Resource Type, enter an API Name (for example “approver2”), 

select “Apex-Defined” as Data Type, and subsequently “ApprovalProcessApprover” 
as Apex Class. 
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4. Open the “Assign Approvers” element, click “Add Assignment”, select the created 
resource, and then “name”. Enter the username of the additional approver as Value. 

5. Add another assignment (in the same window), again select the created resource, 
but now choose “type”. Enter “user” as Value. Click “Done”. 

 
6. Open the “Add Approvers” element, click “Add Assignment” and select “approvers”. 

Select “Add” as Operator and the created resource (“approver2”) as Value. 

 
7. Click “Done” and save the flow as a new active version. 
8. Open the Evaluation flow by clicking “View In Setup” in the dropdown menu next to 

the Evaluation flow on the Approval Orchestrator page. 
9. Click “New Resource”, select “Variable” as Resource Type, enter the API Name (for 

example “resultApprover2”), select “Text” as Data Type, and tick “Available for 
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input”. Click “Done”. 

 
10. Open the existing “numberOfApprovedResponses” resource, under “Formulas”. 
11. Update the formula, by including the condition for the additional approver.

 
12. Open the existing “responseReceivedFormula” resource, under “Formulas”. 
13. Update the formula, by including the condition for the additional approver. 
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14. Open the orchestration by clicking “View In Setup” in the dropdown menu next to 
the Orchestration flow on the Approval Orchestrator page. 

15. Click “Add Step” and select “Interactive Step”. 
16. Set the entry and exit condition, and specify the assigned user. The configuration 

should be like the configuration of the existing “Respond Approver 1” step. However, 
the assigned user should be the same as the created resource in the Submit flow. 

 
17. Save the orchestration as new active version. 

 

8.5 How can I add a completion action? 
A completion action – such as updating a field, creating a new record, or sending an email or 
Slack notification – can easily be added by edition the Finalize Stage flow: 
 

1. Open the Finale Stage flow by clicking “View in Setup. 
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2. After the “Unlock Record” action, add a new element by clicking the plus icon. 
Choose and configure any of the desired actions. 

 
 

8.6 How do I create multiple approval processes on the same object? 
You may need multiple approval processes on the same object. Although a record can only 
be submitted for approval once at the time, you can however determine which approval 
process to execute based on submission criteria. For example: Use approval process A for 
Opportunities with an amount below 1K, and approval process B for Opportunities with an 
amount from 1K and up. You can do this by generating two approval processes (with 
different unique names) and specifying the correct submission criteria. Then use the 
following steps to update the object record submit flow, in this case the Submit Opportunity 
flow that was created with the generation of the first approval process: 
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1. Open the Submit Opportunity flow by clicking “View in Setup. 

 
2. Then locate the “Record Not Submittable Screen” screen element. You want to add 

the submission criteria check flow and the approval process submit flow for 
Opportunities with an amount from 1K and up between the condition and this 
screen element. Below you can find the original and updated version of the Submit 
Opportunity flow: 

 

(A) 

(B) 

(A-Eval) 
(A-Submit) 

(A-Eval) 

(A-Submit) 
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Make sure to reference the correct sub flows to point to the Submit Evaluation (B-
Eval) and Submit (B-Submit) flows from the second generated approval process. 

 

9 Roadmap 
With the current jump start wizard of Approval Orchestrator you can generate the 
orchestration and associated flows for a simple approval process. The generated 
orchestration and flows can be enhanced in Orchestrator / Flow Builder. We are working on 
functionality to make generating approval processes and managing approval requests even 
easier. These roadmap items will be made available in the upcoming releases. 
 

9.1 Advanced Approval Process Wizard 
In addition to the current jump start wizard, you can soon choose to use a wizard for 
generating more advanced Orchestrator approval processes. This wizard will be like the six-
step wizard for creating Salesforce approval processes. The new wizard will allow you to 
generate multi-stage approval processes, including different actions and approvers. In just a 
few steps, you can create the most advanced approval processes, exactly suiting your 
specific business requirements! 

(A-Submit) 

(A-Eval) 

(B-Eval) 

(B-Submit) 
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9.2 Migration Tool for Salesforce Approval Processes 
With this migration tool you can easily migrate your existing Salesforce approval processes 
to Orchestrator approval processes. This means you can keep your existing approval 
functionality, but at the same time have the possibility to enhance and further automate 
your approval processes in Orchestrator and Flow Builder. Also, Approval Orchestrator uses 
reportable objects to store approval requests and approval steps. This means you can finally 
create reports and dashboards on approval requests and steps. How awesome would it be 
for your users and approval managers to easily keep track on any pending, approved or 
rejected approval requests, to view average approval time, or to report on any other 
approval metrics?! All of this will soon be possible with Approval Orchestrator! 
 

9.3 Mass Approval Management Tool 
Our existing app “Enhanced Approval Requests Pro” gives users the possibility to submit 
multiple records in one go for approval, and allows approval managers to filter and mass 
approve, reject, or reassign pending approval requests. This “mass management” 
functionality is currently only available for Salesforce approval processes, but will soon also 
be made available for Orchestrator approval processes. Leverage the benefits and flexibility 
of Orchestrator and Flow, and at the same time give your users the possibility to mass 
management approval requests. That’s going to be a huge time saver for your organization! 
 


